Meeting Minutes

10/21/2014

Starting at 8:04

1. Agenda debrief
2. Dyment Salsa party
   a. 65% turn out
   b. Requesting $60 for event
3. Term budget information
   a. Programming event (50% $400)
   b. Ad-hoc fund (20% $302)
   c. Professional Development (15% $90)
   d. Miscellaneous (15% $90)
4. Walton North Gets Spooky
   a. Preliminary proposal has been made
      i. Supplies: pumpkins?, gross-bowl, whipped cream pie,
      ii. Budget
   b. Schedule set
   c. Food
   d. Prizes write-off sheet
5. Oregon Leadership Conference
6. Maintenance-bathrooms
   a. Hooks in showers proposal can be put in to motion

• Decoration committee: Sam, Erin, Alexis, Kaeli, Gilad, and Jason
• Food: Aden, and Maddie

End time: 8:52